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a b s t r a c t

This work demonstrated the feasibility of detecting 250 zM Escherichia coli O157:H7 eaeA target DNA by
using a magnetic bead-based DNA detection assay with designed labeling strategy within 40–60 min. The
magnetic beads were used as the solid support for the binding probe and isolated the target DNA from
the sample. The detection signals could be amplified from the multi-layers biotin–streptavidin conjugated
vailable online 20 June 2008

eywords:
NA detection
agnetic bead
uantum dots

quantum dots based on binding with specific designed biotinlyted linker. This assay method would provide
a simple, rapid, and ultra-sensitive detection method for DNA or other biomolecular analysis.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

For detecting and quantitating biomolecules, the most common
ethod still remains using fluorescence (Haugland et al., 2005;

akowicz, 2006). The fluorescent probes have found extensive use
n numerous biosensing applications including nucleic acid detec-
ion, immunoassays, cellular labeling, clinical or diagnostic assays,

onitor of food or environment security and so on (Giepmans
t al., 2006; Haugland et al., 2005; Lakowicz, 2006). However,
any of the organic dye and protein-based fluorophores have

erious chemical and photo-physical disadvantages, including pH
ependence, high concentrations self-quenching, photo-bleaching
usceptibility, short-term stability in liquid, narrow absorption
indows coupled with broad emission spectra, and short fluores-

ent excitation lifetimes (Haugland et al., 2005; Lakowicz, 2006).
ecently, quantum dots (QDs) are developed to be a novel nanoma-
erial which has special photo-physical properties for the assistance
o develop a new production of powerful fluorescent biosensors.

ince their first depiction in biological articles (Chan and Nie,
998; Marcel et al., 1998), QDs have induced considerable of con-
ern in the biosensing and bioanalysis community because of their
articular fluorescent properties. Based on developed fundamen-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 5715131 42850; fax: +886 3 5745454.
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al chemistry and materials science, the molecular biotechnology
as allowed the engineering of advanced technical devices and
he active substances for bioanalysis applications. Gradually, these
uorescent properties may avoid some of the disadvantages of con-
entional organic and protein-based fluorophores to help develop
new generation of biosensors. QDs properties used for biosens-

ng include high quantum yields, broad absorption spectra coupled
ith narrow photo-luminescent emissions, resistance to both pho-

obleaching and chemical degradation.
Because of the great photophysical properties, QDs (Chan and

ie, 1998; Marcel et al., 1998) has become a ideal nanomaterial
specially for biosensing applications. Several properties of QDs,
ncluding narrow and size-tunable emission spectra, robust signal
ntensity, and resistance to photobleaching degradation, have made
t become useful in fluorescent bioanalysis (Edgar et al., 2006; Ho
t al., 2005). Lots of proteins, peptides, or other chemical molecules
an be adhered to QDs surface, and these can impart some partic-
lar characteristic onto the QD-conjugate to generate functionality
f formed multi-layers. On the other hand, the adhering multiple
roteins through QDs can advance the aspiration to help for low-
ring the limitation of protein detection. Gradually, the size can

ermit the QDs to operate effectively both as a fluorophore and as
multifunctional nanomaterial for attachment of biomolecules or
ther materials.

Affinity biosensors are appeared by different types of transduc-
ng system, which applied to immunodetection and genodetection,

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09565663
mailto:djyao@mx.nthu.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bios.2008.06.019
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uch as electrochemical, piezoelectric or magnetic ones. Based
n a magnetic microbeads (MB) biofunctionalization transducer,
nzymatic biosensors are usually amperometric, potentiometric or
onductimetric. MB used in biomedical applications present gen-
rally a core–shell structure. Those microbeads have an inorganic
ore such as iron oxide, wrapped by an exterior layer of shell wall.
he shell wall often consists of long chain organic ligands or inor-
anic/organic polymers. The adhesion of bioactive ligands to the
urface of the exterior layer shell is the critical part of magnetic
icrobeads in bioapplication.
MB were also used in biomedical applications such as affinity

iosensing (Gijs, 2004; Kerman et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2007), enzy-
atic biosensing (Shikida et al., 2006), and bio-bar codes detection

ystem (Nam et al., 2004, 2003). Such microbeads used in biomed-
cal applications present generally as a core–shell structure. Those

icrobeads have an inorganic core such as iron oxide, wrapped
y an exterior layer of shell wall. The shell wall often consists of
ong chain organic ligands or inorganic/organic polymers. How to
dhesive the bioactive ligands to the surface of the exterior layer
hell would be the critical part of using magnetic microbeads in
ioapplication?

Of all the recent technical advances in molecular biology, the
CR has been by far the most useful especially for nucleic acid
mplification. The detection techniques have been employed for the
etection of Escherichia coli O157:H7, including polymerase chain
eaction (PCR) (Holland et al., 2000; Oberst et al., 1998; Witham et
l., 1996), multiplex PCR (Fratamico et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2002),
r real-time PCR assays (Bhagwat, 2003; Jothikumar and Griffiths,
002; Sharma and Dean-Nystrom, 2003). However, there are sev-
ral drawbacks, such as complexity, time consuming procedures,
nd narrow target. Recently, other detection methods were also
eveloped, such as quartz crystal microbalance DNA sensor (Mao
t al., 2006), piezoelectric immunosensor (Su and Li, 2004), surface
lasmon resonance (SPR) (Fratamico et al., 1998; Kai et al., 2000),
r electrochemical impedance (Ruan et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2004).
he detection limit range was between 102 and 105 colony-forming
nits (CFU)/mL. Besides, for approaching PCR sensitivity, the Mirkin
roup has developed a unique signal amplification method based
n the bio–bar code assay as a analytical tool for high sensitivity
etection of DNA (Jaffrezic-Renault et al., 2007; Nam et al., 2004)
nd protein (Nam et al., 2003), and the sensitivity were 500 zM and
aM, respectively.

In this paper, we report a fluorescence signal amplification
ethod for detecting target DNA in the very low concentration,
hich would rely on the novel signal labeling strategy through

ombination of MB and QDs. The target DNA was caught on the
B by probe hybridization and the signal were amplified by using
ulti-layers layers of QDs. We have showed the feasibility of offer-

ng 250 zM sensitivity by using this assay method, which will be
hown.

. Materials and methods

.1. Chemicals and reagents

Magnetic beads (MBs, Dynabeads M-280, diameter
.8 ± 0.2 �m, 12% iron oxide, Invitrogen) are commercial product
hich oligo (dT)25 has already been modified on the surface of
Bs for mRNA isolation originally. The 605 nm QDs streptavidin
onjugate (Invitrogen), which is made from a nanometer-scale
rystal of a semiconductor material (CdSe) and be coated with
n additional semiconductor shell (ZnS) to improve the optical
roperties of the material, was used for fluorescence labeling. The
arget gene used in this study was associated with E. coli O157:H7
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aeA gene which encoded virulence factors so-called intimin. A
2 bp target DNA oligonucleotides (5′-GTC ACA GTT GCA GGC CTG
TT ACA ACA TTA TG-3′) was designed with reference to published
equence data for eaeA (Yu and Kaper, 1992). The capture probe
NA (5′-TGC AAC TGT GAC AAA AAA AAA A-3′) was designed to
ybridize the target DNA near by the 5′ end of sequence. Forth
ore, the 3′ end of the capture probe DNA was designed to carry

ligo (dA)10 which were hybridized with oligo (dT)25 in order to
mmobilize the target DNA on the surface of MBs. The signal probe
NA (biotin-5′-CAT AAT GTT GTA ACC AGG CC-3′) was designed to
ybridize the target DNA near by the 3′ end of sequence, and the
iotin would be used to bind with QDs through streptavidin on
he surface. The target DNA must be detected under this labeling
trategy if fluorescent intensity of QDs were detected. In order
o improve the sensitivity, we tried to find more efficient ways
o utilize the free streptavidin on the surface of QDs to generate

ore QDs binding on the surface of MB. Therefore, the biotinylated
inker (BL, Biotin-5′-TGC GCC GTG GTA TAC CAC GGC GCA-3′)
as designed as a bridge to link two QDs by biotin–streptavidin

onjugation. Because the biotinylated linker was designed as
airpin sequence and to modify biotin molecular on its 5′ end,
herefore, two such oligonucleotides were hybridized with each
ther as a double strand DNA which has both 5′ end biotin label.
hus, three-dimensional connections of BL and streptavidin on
Ds would become a key issue to amplify the detection signal
ecause there are more than 10 streptavidin–biotin binding sites
or BL binding on each QDs (according to the product manual).
herefore, the designed probes were used to immobilize target
NA on the MB and to form multi-layers layers of QDs on the same
eads by using BL for amplifying fluorescent signal. In addition,
ash buffer (WB, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 0.15 M LiCl, 1 mM EDTA)

nd binding buffer (BB, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1.0 M LiCl, 2 mM
DTA) were used in the whole following process.

.2. DNA isolation and multi-layers QDs labeling

The schematic diagram of this detection method was shown in
ig. 1. The MBs was modified with oligo (dT)25, and 605 nm QDs
ere modified with 10–15 streptavidin on the surface. For proving

he feasibility of the multi-layers QDs labeling, in the first detection
xperiment, 10 �L MBs were washed with WB and resuspened in
00 �L BB, then mixed with adding 1 �L of 1 �M capture DNA, and
laced at room temperature for 5 min. This step was used to make
apture probe DNA locate on the MBs by oligo (dA)10 hybridized
ith oligo (dT)25. The next step was put them into the tube placed

n the magnet for 2 min to carefully remove all the supernatant
nd wash several times by WB, then resuspended in 100 �L BB.
ne microliter of 300 nM target DNA was mixed the MBs, already
ybridized with capture probe DNA, and kept at room tempera-
ure for 5 min. The controlled trial was only added MBs without
ny target DNA. After magnetically separate, wash and resuspend,
he MBs were mixed with 1 �L of 300 nM signal probe DNA and
lso kept at room temperature for 5 min. With the same isolate and
ash steps, the MBs were mixed with 1 �L 300 nM QDs and kept at

oom temperature for 5 min. After isolate and wash, the collected
Bs were resuspended in 10 �L BB. Pick up 3 �L MB solution and

ook the optical and fluoresces image under fluorescence micro-
cope, which would show the binding results of the first QDs layer.
n order to form the multi-layers of QDs, 1 �L of 300 nM BL, which
as treated with heating at 95 ◦C in 3 min and annealing at 50 ◦C in

min before use, was added into remained solutions. The total vol-
me was controlled to be 100 �L by adding BB, and kept at room
emperature for 5 min. Repeat the previous steps of BL and QDs
inding, the multi-layers of QDs would be formed and the optical
nd fluoresces image was taken under fluorescence microscope.
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of this detection method: the m

.3. Sensitivity and mismatch experiment

For the sensitivity measurement, three different concentration
f the target DNA from 5 aM, 500 zM down to 250 zM were used, and
heir sample volume was 500 �L. The experiment steps were the
ame above description. Besides, for mismatch test, three oligonu-
leotides were used to make comparison with designed target DNA.
here are two or ten mismatch bases, shown in Table 1. The con-
entrations of those analogic DNA are all 10 nM. After DNA isolation
nd labeling, each mismatch trial was treated with heating at dif-
erent temperature including 35 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 45 ◦C, 50 ◦C and 51 ◦C for
min, respectively. And the optical and fluoresces images were also

aken and analyzed.
.4. Fluoresces image acquisition and data analysis

All images were taken using an Olympus BX51 microscope
40× objective) equipped with an RTKE digital camera. The flu-

able 1
NA sequences used in this study

Sequence (5′ → 3′)

arget DNA GTCACAGTTGCAGGCCTGGTTACAACATTATG
apture probe DNA TGCAACTGTGAC(A)10

ignal probe DNA Biotin-CATAATGTTGTAACCAGGCC
iotinylated linker Biotin-TGCGCCGTGGTATACCACGGCGCA

ismatch test
2× GTCACGGTTGCAGGCCTGGTTACGACATTATG
334× GTCGTGGTTGCATATCTGGTTATGCTATTATG
10× GTTACGGCTGTAGACTTGGCTACGACAGTACG

he underlined bases are mismatched nucleotide compared with designed target
NA.
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ic bead-based assay with multi-layers quantum dots labeling.

rescence images were obtained by using blue excitation source
�ex ∼ 488 nm) and exposure time is 0.2 s. The QDs fluorescent
ntensity evaluation was performed using ImageJ (the public soft-
are from National Institutes of Health). All taken fluorescence

mages were imported into ImageJ and normalized by using back-
round signal. ImageJ can calculate the fluorescent intensity by
sing the same circle area on choosing every bead from the image.
he top 50 strongest beads were chosen to obtain the average
ntegrated density and standard deviation. The fluorescent inten-
ity results subsequently were compiled for graphical analysis by
igmaPlot 2000 Demo (SPSS Inc.).

. Results and discussion

.1. Multi-layers QDs labeling on the MB by DNA hybridize

In this experiment, we proved that the success of the target DNA
solated from the analyte solution by using the MB and the designed
robes through the DNA hybridization. The signal probe and QDs
ssociated through biotin–streptavidin conjugate and resulted in
n optical signal. Furthermore, using the biotinylated linker as a
ridge, the multi-layers QDs could be generated successfully and
mplified the optical signals subsequently. For provide the prac-
icable of multi-layers QDs labeling method, 300 nM target DNA
ere isolated successfully from the analyte solution by probe DNA
ybridization and composed a MB-DNA-QDs sandwiched struc-
ure. In Fig. 2(a), the images showed that the fluorescent signals

ere amplified subsequently by three times QDs labeling. The “C”
eans that no target DNA was added in the whole analyte solu-

ion, which gave the fluorescent single from MB itself. The “Q1”
eans the target DNA labeled with the first layer QDs. Then BL

nd QDs reagent were added into the reaction mixture, which
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Fig. 2. The result of detect 300 nM target DNA using magnetic bead-based assay with multi-layers quantum dots labeling results. (a) The fluorescence images of target DNA
d diffe
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etection with multi-layers QDs labeling. (b) Quantitative data of QDs intensities in
Ds labeling; Q2: the second layer QDs labeling; Q3: the third layer QDs labeling; s

as already labeled “Q1”. The additional QDs would conjugate
ith the “free” streptavidin sites on the “Q1” by BL to form the

econd layer QDs. After second layer QDs was created, the flu-
rescent signal was amplified successfully, so call “Q2”. As well
s “Q2” labeling, “Q3” showed the third layer QDs on the MB,
nd the fluorescent signal of “Q3” became stronger than the one
f “Q2”. After analyzed the fluorescent intensity for each MB by
mageJ, the top 50th stronger intensity data were picked to calcu-
ate their average value and standard deviation. The results give

ood linearity (R2 = 0.9937) from first layer QDs binding (Q1) up
o third layer QDs binding (Q3), shown in Fig. 2(b). Because every
ayer of QDs and biotinlyted linkers were used based on the same
oncentration, we presume that all biomaterials could be con-
umed in the similar binding process. The average fluorescence

m
i
i
c
(

rent labeling times. (C: the controlled trial without target DNA; Q1: the first layer
ar: 20 �m).

ntensity in the second layer was about one fold larger than first
ayer and so that the third’s was larger than second’s. Therefore,
ompared with the data shown in Fig. 2(b), the fluorescence inten-
ity showed linear increasing dependence, and meanwhile, the
Ds were binding orderly to form multi-layers on the MB. On the
ther hand, the larger deviation of the integrated density with the
ncrease of labeling times, we presume that every magnetic bead
aptured the target DNA randomly from the beginning. With the
ncrease of labeling times, those magnetic beads, which capture
ore target DNA from the beginning and shown lager fluorescence
ntensity, were binding more QDs and increase more fluorescence
ntensity. Although using a 488 nm excitation source would give
onspicuous spectral overlap between the MB and 605 nm QDs
Agrawal et al., 2007), after three times QDs labeling, the fluores-
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity results of 5 aM, 500 zM and 250 zM target DNA detection with multi-layers QDs labeling. (a) The fluorescence images of different concentration target
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NA detection with multi-layers QDs labeling. (b) Quantitative data of QDs intensit
ar: 5 �m).

ent signals could be obtained successfully because the fluorescent
ntensity of QDs is stronger than the background signal from the

B itself. Based on these results, the labeling strategy we reported
as successful to amplify the fluorescence intensity. On the other
and, when designing the capture probe DNA with difference
robe sequence and adding extra oligo (dA) tail, it would be flex-

ble for detected difference organisms by using same oligo (dT)25
B.

.2. Trial of sensitivity and mismatch discriminability
In the sensitivity measurement, three different concentrations
f target DNA from 5 aM, 500 zM down to 250 zM have been
etected and the fluorescence images shown in Fig. 3(a). After
he first QDs labeling, both of 5 aM and the 500 zM trials showed

slightly fluorescence signal on the MB. Following the second

m

d
s
c

different labeling. Controlled trial was no target DNA in whole assay process (Scale

nd third QDs labeling, the fluorescence signals were amplified
uccessfully. On the other hand, the 250 zM target DNA showed
nly little fluorescence signal after first labeling due to its low
oncentration, however, the fluorescence signals became clear by
sing second and third QDs labeling. The controlled trial was
lso showed no fluorescent as forward description. The inte-
rated density results, shown in the Fig. 3(b), were also showed
hat the increased progressively with multi-layers QDs labeling.
herefore, after three times labeling, the fluorescence intensity
ere shown that a 250 zM concentration of the target DNA

ould become detectable through the multi-layers QDs labeling

ethod.
In the mismatch trial, the MB–DNA–QDs complex was heated at

ifferent temperatures for 3 min, the results showed that the optical
ignal of 2× (two base mismatch) disappeared at 51 ◦C, and the opti-
al signal of 334× (ten bases mismatch, partially bases separated)
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Fig. 4. The fluorescence images of different mismatch results. (A) The optical signal of 2× (two base mismatch) disappeared at 51 ◦C, and the optical signal of 334× (ten bases
mismatch, partially bases separated) and 10× (ten bases mismatch, all bases separated) disappeared at 45 ◦C and 35 ◦C, respectively. The perfect match target DNA still kept
obvious fluorescence signals. (B) The digital image was taken directly under fluorescence microscope. Based on the binding probability, MBs would catch different number
of target DNA. The green arrow showed the original fluorescence signal of MB only. The orange arrow showed the fluorescence signal of MB with binding few of target DNA
that showed the middle fluorescence signal. The red arrow the fluorescence signal of MB with binding lots of target DNA that showed the stronger fluorescence signal (Scale
b eader
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ar: 15 �m) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the r

nd 10× (ten bases mismatch, all bases separated) disappeared
t 45 ◦C and 35 ◦C, respectively. Although the fluorescent signal
f target DNA (preface match) became weak at 51 ◦C, however, it
till has the discriminability with mismatch elements, shown in
ig. 4(A). Besides, because of the binding probability between MBs
nd QDs, each MB would bind different number of target DNA to
enerate different intensity of QDs fluorescent signals, digital image
hown in Fig. 4(B). For confirming the binding phenomenon, the
EM image showed the interaction of QDs bound on the surface
f MB, shown on Fig. 5. The MBs has good suspension and with-
ut the aggregation in the reaction solution whether in high or
ow DNA concentration experiment which executed in this study.

he MBs shown clustery in the TEM image should because of the
olution evaporated to aggregate the MBs. In the TEM image, the
ig. 5(D) showed the second QDs binding on the first QDs. It is
ecessary to explore the more appropriate detection method to
onfer the forming of the multi-layers structure and to compare

a
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is referred to the web version of the article).

he relationship between the fluorescence intensity and QDs num-
ers.

The immuno-compromised patients, mostly children or very old
eople, were mostly the infected sensitive members. The infec-
ive dose of E. coli O157:H7 is 50–100 organisms (Singleton, 2004)
nd the satisfactory microbiological quality with the acceptable
ange being 20–<100 CFU/g (Gilbert et al., 2000). Ready-to-eat food
hould be free from E. coli O157 and other verocytotoxigenic E. coli
VTEC) organisms in the UK (Gilbert et al., 2000). The sensitivity of
raditional detection method in the E. coli O157:H7 is between 102

nd 105 CFU/mL, and it spends tens of minutes up to several hours.
n our study, the limitation of multi-layers QDs labeling is 250 zM,

bout 150 molecules target DNA per milliliter. Although the sen-
itivity was not good enough for the infective dose, however, by
oncentrated target DNA binding range, such as using single bead or
arrow down the detection area, lower DNA concentration molec-
lar detection could be achieved by using our labeling strategy.
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ig. 5. TEM images of QDs binding on the surface of magnetic bead. (a) The magnetic
ssay, and (d) the zoom-in image for QDs binding on the surface of magnetic bead.

. Conclusions

In this study, we reported a labeling strategy to amplify the
uorescence intensity and successfully demonstrate the feasibil-

ty of detecting 250 zM target DNA with magnetic beads and
ulti-layers quantum dots. This labeling method could be com-

ined with bioanalysis sensor such as microfluidic devices for
peedy detection of the disease or to be applied as a facile tool
or observation of single biomolecular behavior under fluores-
ence microscope. On the other hand, using multi-layers QDs
abeling, low concentration biomolecular such as RNA, protein, or
irus could be observed. Furthermore, by using multicolor func-
ionalized quantum dots as probes, this labeling method could
e considered to expand the penitential to be improved, not
nly for oligonucleitide and DNA but also for protein or other
iomolecular biosenescing method on bead-based or chip-based
ssay.
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